
Cities, States  
& Agrarian Civilizations 

The Big History of our Planet  

– after Threshold 7 



KEY QUESTIONS 

• Existence of agriculture = existence of states & empire? NO 

– Early agrarian era => world of villages 

• What was the Early Agrarian Era of human history? 

• How did the first farmers live in the early agrarian era? 

• How did cities & states exist? 



Part 1: THE EARLY AGRARIAN ERA: 
A WORLD OF VILLAGES 

• We often assume that agriculture means 
cities, states and ‘civilization’ 

• For many thousands of years there was 
agriculture, but no cities or states 



TIME-CHECK: Timeline 7: 12 thousand years 

End of last ice age 

Earliest evidence of farming 

in S.W. Asia 

Farming in E. Asia 

Farming in Americas &  

W. Africa 

THE EARLY AGRARIAN ERA 

First Cities & States 

& Civilizations 



Advancement of early agriculture 

Energy consumption Population density (per Sq km) 



Definition of the  
Early Agrarian Era 

Definition: “The era of human history in which small farming 
communities were the largest and most complex type of 
human society” 

• Technology: Human labor is the main energy input: 

– Most energy and labor from humans 

– No animal fertilizer 

– Little use of irrigation 
1. Horticulture 

Farming with hand tools 

2. ‘Swidden’ farming or ‘Slash and Burn’ 
Using fire to clear and fertilize the land 

 



Swidden or ‘Slash and Burn’ 
agriculture: Amazon basin today 

Yanomami farmers ‘weed’ trees to provide sunlight and nutrition for 

crops; after a few years, they move on, to let the soil ‘rest’ 



WHAT WERE THE MAJOR CHANGES? 

• Slowly, productivity began to rise: Intensification! 

– With huge consequences for human history 

• Early agrarian technologies were 

– less productive than later technologies 

– much more productive than foraging technologies 

– over time they spread and improved 

• Populations began to grow faster than in the 
Paleolithic Era 



Spreading of agriculture 

• As populations grew, villages expanded and 
‘budded off’ to create new villages 

 



The Spread of Early Agricultural Core Zones 



= Regions of early Agriculture 

Australasian 

zone 

Pacific 

zone 

Where was agriculture being practiced 11,000 

years ago, at the start of the early agrarian era? 



= Regions of early Agriculture 

Australasian 

zone 

Pacific 

zone 

Where was agriculture being practiced  

9-6,000 years ago? 



= Regions of early Agriculture 

Australasian 

zone 

Pacific 

zone 

Where was agriculture being practiced 5-4,000 

years ago at the end of the early agrarian era? 



As populations grow, possibilities for 
collective learning grow even faster 

Four farmers can exchange ideas in 6 

different ways  

Eight farmers can exchange ideas in 28 

different ways (Count them) 

Two farmers can exchange ideas in only 

one way 

And 1 million farmers? 



Part 2: HOW DID PEOPLE LIVE IN THE EARLY 
AGRARIAN AGE? 

• NO STATES: no jails, no police, no armies 

• RELATIVE EQUALITY: Most people lived at about 
the same level 

• Houses and wealth don’t vary too much 

• GENDER EQUALITY? 
– Women appear to have owned as much wealth as 

men 

• WAR: Little organized war? 
– Conflict, yes, but lack of fortifications suggests that 

warfare was limited 



Can you tell who’s rich and who’s poor in this 
cliff-side village in Mali? 



Men and women did 
different jobs: does 

that mean they were 
unequal? 

A Hopi woman making 

‘piki’ bread, c. 1906 

Farming required teamwork: 

Vietnamese farmers 



Even the ‘towns’ were really 
overgrown villages 

• Some villages grew 
because 

– They were important 
ritual centers 

– They had valued 
resources such as 
reliable wells 

– They traded in 
valuable goods 



‘Beehive houses’ from Syria made 
from sun-dried mud 

Are these similar to houses 

in ancient Mesopotamia 

during the Early Agrarian 

Era? 



Summary 
• THE EARLY AGRARIAN ERA:  

– Farming but no cities or states 

– A world of villages 

– Dates: c. 11,000-5,000 years ago in much of 
the world 

– A new Dynamism: Productivity rose and 
agriculture spread 

– Three ‘world zones’ appeared 



The rise of powers 

• For c. 200,000 years, no states, no cities, no 
hierarchies, no rulers 

• Then, suddenly, from c. 5,000 years ago:  

• States and rulers appear in different parts of 
the world even when there were no 
connections 

• Usually associated with cities 

• Marvin Harris: the rise of power = the  
‘descent into slavery’ 



Part 1: What is power?  
A formal definition: 

“the concentration in the hands of a 
few people, of substantial control 

over considerable human and 
material resources” 

Note: 2 Elements--  

1) Control over people & resources; 

2) Something worth controlling: Lots of people & resources 

Both components are crucial 



Was there power in the Paleolithic? 
Agriculture transforms things! 

• Increasing productivity  

– More people (as agriculture spread) 

– More resources (e.g. stocks of grain, herds of cattle) 

• Those with power could control 

– Lots of people 

– Lots of resources 

– Suddenly, power meant something -> worth fighting for! 

• Rulers and States: 

1. extract food from peasants, who 

2. extract food from the environment, 

3. ultimately from plants capable of photosynthesis 



The earliest states: Phase 1 
c. 5,000 BP (3,000 BCE) 



The earliest states: Phase 2 
c. 3,000 BP (1,000 BCE) 



The earliest states: Phase 3 
c. 1,000 BP (1,000 CE) 



Putting the maps together: The link between 
agriculture & state formation 

= Areas of early agriculture  
= Areas of early states 

Embryonic 

states appeared 

even in the 

Pacific 

Note: in some areas 

agriculture was not 

productive enough 

to support states 

and “civilization” 



Part 2: Evidence of Power 

In the “Early Agrarian Era”, no writing and no 
written documents, so … 

How can we tell if powerful leaders have 
appeared? 

Two main types of evidence 

1. Archaeology: Studies of remains 

2. Anthropology: Studies of modern “early 
agrarian societies” 



Evidence of the existence of power 
• Arzhan: A ‘Scythic’ 

Chieftain’s tomb, c. 8th 
C. BCE 

– From Tuva, near 
Mongolia 

– 100 + slaves and horses 
were killed and buried 
with the chief 

 



Monumental 
architecture: a 

key sign of 
early power 
structures 

Basalt Statues on  

‘Rapa Nui’, ‘Easter Island’ 

Someone had enough 

power to organize a lot of 

labor and resources 

Why? 

To impress the   

neighbors?  

To please the gods? 



The second type of evidence: 
Anthropological Studies 
• In regions such as  

– Papua New Guinea 

– Indigenous societies of N. 
America 

– Siberia 

• Anthropologists have studied 
how power works in small 
agrarian societies 

The power of religion! 

A Papuan man preparing 

for a religious ritual 



Part 3: Thinking about the origins of power 



A thought experiment:  
How could I get power over you? 

• If I told you to empty your pockets and give 
me all the cash you have on you 

– Would you obey?  

• OK: NOW I’M ORDERING YOU! 

– Uhhhh? 

– Why didn’t you obey me? 



Why won’t you give me your money? 
What’s the most important reason? 

A = Because it’s not right 
B = Because I cannot punish you if you don’t 
C = Because I offer nothing in return 
D = Because I wasn’t elected for the job 
 
Each represents a possible theory of power 
 power is based on ethics 
 power is based on coercion 
 power is based on mutual advantage 
 power is based on legal structures 



To simplify, I focus on two types of 
explanation: 

1. BOTTOM-UP theories: power comes from 
below 
– Bribery or reciprocity or negotiation: People obey 

leaders because they get a return 

2. TOP-DOWN theories: power comes from above 
– Threats or coercion: People obey leaders because 

they will be punished if they don’t 



Examples: Top-down or Bottom-up power? 

Slaves being taken to market in 

Central Africa, 1800s 

Bringing taxes to the 

lord in feudal Europe 

Abraham Lincoln 

The Court of King 

Louis XIV of France 



DISCUSSION: Which came first?  
‘Bottom-up’ or ‘Top-down’ power? 

• Top-down power requires an army of enforcers.  
How do you make sure they obey you? 

• Bottom-up power requires something you can offer 
others (wealth, leadership, expertise) 

• So: 

– Bottom-up power requires negotiation 

– It is more fragile, but easier to organize 



This discussion  a 2-part explanation 
for the origins of power 

1. The earliest, simplest, most fragile forms of power are 
based on consent & negotiation 
(power from below: bottom-up power)  

2. As leaders control more resources eventually they can 
pay “enforcers” and impose their will by force  
(power from above; top-down power) 

Conclusion: 

 Power from below comes first 

 Power from above comes second 

Anthropology supports this theoretical conclusion 



Paths to Power 1): Becoming leader 
through generosity: ‘BIG MEN’ 

• Generosity (gift-giving) is valued in all small-scale 
societies: 
– Think Marlon Brando in the “Godfather” 

• ‘BIG MEN’  
– A term used first by anthropologists studying the 

islands near Papua New Guinea 

– They accumulate resources (pigs, blankets, whatever is 
valued) 

– They give them away at huge feasts known, in N.W. 
America, as ‘potlatch’ 

• What do they gain by doing this?  I.O.U.s! 

• A clue: ‘pork barrel politics’ 



Paths to Power 2: Natural leaders? 
High Birth and ‘CHIEFS’ 

• In Early Agrarian Societies, people still thought of 
society as “family” 

• In large communities, people assumed they all had a 
common ancestor 
– They gave senior status to families descended from senior 

branches of the ancestral family 

– They assumed senior members of these were natural 
leaders 

– So they could legitimately collect resources 

• Aristocrats were natural rulers or ‘CHIEFS’ 



An example 

Queen Elizabeth 

II of Britain 



Other paths to power? 
Leadership skills 

• Military skills 

• Religious skills 

• Skills as a negotiator 



The limits of early forms of power 

• Leaders could achieve considerable power 

• But without support from below they could be 
overthrown 

• A limited form of power: 

– Based on negotiation 

– Not force 



Part 4: Building Coercive Power: From 
Chiefdoms to States 

• How did new, larger and more coercive 
forms of power appear?  

– i.e. the first ‘States’ 

• How did ‘power from below’ get turned 
into ‘power from above’? 

– i.e. how did power based on negotiation turn 
into power based on coercion? 



Definitions 
• States: “large power structures whose leaders can 

impose their will by force if necessary” 
– 1st appeared c. 5,000 years ago 

• Cities: “settlements so large that they must control 
outside resources in order to survive”  
– 1st appeared at about the same time  

• Why did States and Cities appear together? 
– 1) Inhabitants of cities needed leaders: 

• To organize, get resources, maintain order, etc. 

– 2) Cities were rich enough to be worth controlling: 
• Lots of people and lots of resources  power mattered 



Two keys to increasing power 

1. INCREASING RESOURCES: 
As societies got larger there was more 
stuff (and people) to control 

2. INCREASING COMPLEXITY: 
As societies got more complex there was 
more need for leaders 



Increasing Resources: innovation 
& rising productivity 

During the Early Agrarian Era,  

• more productive forms of 
agriculture 

• increased the amount of 
people and resources that 
could be mobilized 

• An example: Irrigation 

– In regions with rich soils 

– But little rainfall 

– Irrigation can vastly 
increase productivity 



Irrigation  population growth  
larger settlements 

• Towns (settlements with thousands of 
people) appeared after c. 5,000 BCE: 

– Took resources from the countryside 

– Also provided services, such as 

• markets 

• grain stores 

• Temples 



Part 5: Increasing complexity  
increasing need for leaders 

The DIVISION OF LABOR: 

• Early Agrarian era: everyone grew their own 
food; they’re all farmers 

• As productivity increased, farmers could feed 
others, creating surpluses 

• Non-farming specialists appeared, e.g. 

– Potters traded their pots for food and goods 

– Soldiers sold military skills for food and goods 



The ‘Standard Professions List’ 

• From just before 3,000 
BCE 

• It lists different 
specializations, including: 
– Priests 
– Officials 
– Silver-smiths 
– Stone-workers 
– Snake charmers 
– Scribes 

 
And they need rulers… 

Specialists (like cells in 
multi-celled organisms?) can 
only survive if there are 
rulers who can 
• Protect markets for their 

goods 
• Protect their property 
• Set up courts to protect 

their rights 
• Maintain transportation 

routes for goods 
• Maintain irrigation 

systems 



Power & Class 

• Increasing complexity  

– Divisions by gender, 
profession, birth 

– Origins of class 
differences 

– Origins of  
hierarchy in  
general 

Hierarchy in 

Ancient Egypt 



Cities:  
much more complex than villages 

• Cities cannot exist without leaders: 
– Irrigation systems had to be managed, cleaned, supervised, using 

large levies of (slave?) labor 

– Temples to the gods had to be maintained and honored 

– Walls had to be built and armies maintained for defense 

– Markets had to be policed and supervised 

– Food had to be collected from nearby farmers 

– Streets had to be cleaned 

• So cities needed leaders  
(‘Power from below’) 



A crucial turning point: from power based 
on consent to power based on coercion 

• Once rulers had enough resources to pay 
for soldiers (i.e. military specialists) 

• They could impose their will by force 



Coercion: “Power from Above” 
Maintaining Armies 

• To exact ‘tributes’ rulers needed a credible 
threat of force 

• Cities also fought each other constantly 

• So rulers needed ‘enforcers’ 
– Paid for out of their growing treasuries 

– The first true ‘armies’ 

• In this way: 
– POWER BASED ON COERCION was added to 

– POWER BASED ON CONSENT 



The Standard of Ur: “Peace” 
c. 2,500 BCE 

Scenes from Political, Military and Commercial Life in Ancient Ur 

The Standard of Ur: “War” 
c. 2,500 BCE 

The army of Ur 

Chariots pulled by donkeys trample enemies 

Enemy captives are paraded naked 



Similar patterns of  
city & state formation 

• Growth: Increasing size and complexity of 
settlements 

• New problems: New need for leaders to coordinate 
group projects, warfare and worship 

• New resources: Leaders control more labor and 
resources and become more powerful 

• Coercion: Eventually, leaders use these resources to 
pay for armies which they can use to coerce their 
own subjects 

 POWER BASED ON COERCION is added to  

    POWER BASED ON CONSENT 



Summary 

• From power based on consent  power 
based on coercion 

• Increasing populations and resources  

• Larger settlements: towns, cities  

• New organizational problems: worship, war, 
irrigation, managing markets 

• But, leaders also have more resources 

• with which to pay for armies, which they can 
use to coerce their own populations  


